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Abstract—Small-world networks have received significant attention because of their potential as models for the interaction
networks of complex systems. Specifically, neither random networks nor regular lattices seem to be an adequate framework
within which to study real-world complex systems such as
chemical-reaction networks, neural networks, food webs, social
networks, scientific-collaboration networks, and computer networks. Small-world networks provide some desired properties
like an expected polylogarithmic distance between two processes
in the network, which allows routing in polylogarithmic hops
by simple greedy routing, and robustness against attacks or
failures. By these properties, small-world networks are possible
solutions for large overlay networks comparable to structured
overlay networks like CAN, Pastry, Chord, which also provide
polylogarithmic routing, but due to their uniform structure,
structured overlay networks are more vulnerable to attacks or
failures. In this paper we bring together a randomized process
converging to a small-world network and a self-stabilization
process so that a small-world network is formed out of any
weakly connected initial state. To the best of our knowledge this
is the first distributed self-stabilization process for building a
small-world network.
Index Terms—small-world network; self-stabilization; distributed algorithms

I. I NTRODUCTION
Complex networks have attracted a great deal of attention
in the past years. It has turned out that a number of universal
features are common in various real-world networks; e.g. many
of these networks show a small-world property. Small-world
properties are found e.g. in social/friendship graphs, road
maps, food chains, electric power grids, metabolite processing
networks and networks of brain neurons [1]. Small-world networks are named in analogy to the small-world phenomenon
firstly proposed by Milgrim [17] in 1967, where six degrees
of separation were observed in friendship graphs. Small-world
networks have local properties like regular lattices, yet they
also have small characteristic path lengths, i.e. the expected
diameter as well as the average degree is small.
Also well-structured overlay networks have become a major
topic in the field of distributed computing especially for
Peer-to-Peer systems. Examples for such structured overlay
networks are CAN [20], Pastry [21] and Chord [23]. These
networks are used since by their construction they provide
certain properties like efficient routing, load-balancing, small
diameter and degree. They are designed for a large and highly

dynamical setting with nodes that might join, leave or fail,
but in general they do not provide a protocol to recover
from any possible state. One solution for this problem is selfstabilization and some self-stabilizing protocols for overlay
networks have already been presented in the recent years.
Their properties make small-world networks an interesting
alternative approach for overlay networks as they offer small
routing distances compared to the afore mentioned structured
overlay networks while having a low average degree. Additionally, small-world networks provide a certain robustness
against failures or attacks [25]. We show in this paper that a
self-stabilizing solution is not only possible for well-structured
overlays but also for networks formed by a randomized process
like a small-world network, in the sense that we still allow
dynamics in the edges but show a convergence to and maintenance of desired network properties starting in any weakly
connected state.
A. Small-World networks
It is known that by taking a connected graph or network
with a high graph diameter and adding a very small number
of edges randomly, the diameter tends to drop drastically. In
such a way networks can be constructed which have the small
world property [17]. In networks modeling friendships, the
probability of befriending a particular person is assumed to be
inversely proportional to the number of geographically closer
people, which matches the experimentally observed smallworld property [17],[16],[8]. The main mechanism to construct small-world networks is the Watts-Strogatz mechanism.
In 1998, Watts and Strogatz [24] introduced a small-world
network model that was capable of interpolating between
a regular network and a random network using a single
parameter. These graphs are constructed using a regular lattice,
and on this lattice a process of constructing certain edges and
probabilistic rewiring takes place, and a graph is formed that
exhibits the small world properties. Watts and Strogatz argued
that such a model captures two crucial parameters of social
networks: there is a simple underlying structure that explains
the presence of most edges, but a few edges are produced
by a random process that does not respect this structure. They
showed that a number of naturally arising networks exhibit this
pair of properties. Kleinberg [14] showed based on the WattsStrogatz model a mechanism not only constructing a small-

world network, but also allowing a distributed algorithm to
find the shortest paths in this network. In particular Kleinberg
showed that greedy routing performs polylogarithmically using
a k-harmonic distribution [14] in a k-dimensional lattice.
The variation of the small-world network we use in this
work is that presented in [4]. In this work a distributed and
randomized process is described that leads to a k-harmonic
distribution of the long-range links obtaining the same polylogarithmic performance like Kleinberg [14]. In this case, a
graph G, given by a k-dimensional lattice, is enhanced with
additional links chosen at random. More precisely, every node
is given some long-range link pointing at another node in
the graph. It turns out that for each long-range link added
at a node u, the probability that the endpoint of this link is
v is inversely proportional to the size of the ball of radius
distG(u, v) centered at u in G. So, in the k-dimensional lattice
Zk , the probability that u has a long-range link pointing at v
is essentially proportional to 1/dk where d is the distance
between u and v in the lattice. This setting of the long-range
links enables greedy routing to perform in polylogarithmic
expected number of steps (as a function of the distance in the
lattice between the source and the target).
B. Self-Stabilization
As mentioned above, our algorithm is self-stabilizing. In
the field of self-stabilization, researchers are interested in
algorithms that are guaranteed to eventually converge to a
desirable system state from any initial configuration. The idea
of self-stabilization in distributed computing first appeared in a
classical paper by E.W. Dijkstra in 1974 [7] in which he looked
at the problem of self-stabilization in a token ring. Since
Dijkstra’s paper, self-stabilization has been studied in many
contexts, including communication protocols, graph theory
problems, termination detection, clock synchronization, and
fault containment. For a survey see, e.g., [3], [9], [11].
Interestingly, though self-stabilizing distributed computing
has received a lot of attention for many years, the problem
of designing self-stabilizing networks has attracted much less
attention. The universal techniques known for distributed
computing in static networks (like logging) are not applicable
here as they have not been designed to actively perform local
topology changes (network changes are only considered as
faults or dynamics not under the control of the algorithm).
In [26] and [27] Dolev and Tzachar show self-stabilizing
algorithms for forming subgraphs like clusters or expanders.
In contrast to our model the challenge here is to choose
the right subset of a (changing) set of edges and not to
add new edges to reach a certain topology. Moreover, almost
all algorithms considered until now work in a synchronous
system. In order to recover scalable overlays from any initial
graph, researchers have started with simple non-scalable line
and ring networks. The Iterative Successor Pointer Rewiring
Protocol [6] and the Ring Network [22] organize the nodes
in a sorted ring. In [28] Dolev and Kat describe a strategy to
build a hypertree with a polylogarithmic degree and search
time. In [19], Onus et al. present a local-control strategy

called linearization for converting an arbitrary connected graph
into a sorted list. Clouser et al. [5] formulate a variant of
the linearization technique for asynchronous systems in order
to design a self-stabilizing skip list. In this work, our selfstabilization process has also as its basis a variance of the
linearization technique. Gall et al. [10] discuss models that
capture the parallel time complexity of locally self-stabilizing
networks that avoids bottlenecks and contention. Jacob et al.
[13] generalize insights gained from graph linearization to
two dimensions and present a self-stabilizing construction for
Delaunay graphs. In another paper, Jacob et al. [12] present a
self-stabilizing variant of the skip graph and show that it can
recover its network topology from any weakly connected state
in O(log2 n) communication rounds with high probability.
Recently, also a self-stabilizing variant of the popular Chord
network was presented [15]. Moreover, in [18], the authors
propose a self-stabilizing algorithm for skip list construction.
The algorithm operates in a low atomicity message-passing
asynchronous system model, which is the model we also adapt
in our work. In [2] the authors present a general framework
for the self-stabilizing construction of any overlay network.
However, the algorithm requires the knowledge of the 2-hop
neighborhood for each node and may involves the construction
of a clique. In that way, failures at the structure of the overlay
network can easily be detected and repaired.
C. Our Contribution
In our work, we focus on the 1-dimensional variation of
the graph presented in [4]. We propose a distributed selfstabilizing protocol that forms a ring which, in addition,
contains long-range links as described above, giving us all the
desired properties. In particular, the graph built by our protocol
converges to a small-world network and, once established, the
small-world properties are maintained. We further consider
topology updates like joining and leaving nodes and show that
the costs of a network recovery for such an update, counted in
the number of messages sent, are polylogarithmic. To the best
of our knowledge this is the first distributed self-stabilization
process for building a small-world network.
II. M ODEL
A. Network Model
We assume the following model for the overlay network
which is similar to the model presented in [18] by Nor et
al., but modified in some aspects to allow us to distinguish
different edges and to form more complex networks than lists.
The overlay network consists of N nodes or processes. An
identifier id ∈ [0, 1) is assigned to each node. Each node can
communicate with any other node of the network as long as the
other node’s identifier is known. The nodes communicate in a
standard message passing system by passing messages through
channels. Each node has a local memory to store the identifiers
of its neighbors. We say that if node u stores v’s identifier
the link or edge (u, v) exists. There are also temporary links
that exist if u receives v’s identifier in a message. A message
contains a set of identifiers that is interpreted and used in

calculations by the receiving node and a type of the message
to distinguish different reactions on the received messages. By
this definition all links are directed and so is the formed graph.
The length of a link (u, v) is the number of nodes w such that
u < w < v or v < w < u.
B. Computational Model
Each node contains a set of variables and performs different
actions. We furthermore assume that each node has a channel
C for incoming messages. We assume that the channel’s capacity is unbounded and no messages are lost, but the order of
the receipts does not have to match the order of transmission.
For the channel we assume fair message receipt meaning that
if there is a state in the computation where there is a message
in the channel C there also is a later state where the message
is not in the channel, but was received by the process. An
action has the form < guard >→< command >. guard is a
predicate, that can be true or false. command is a sequence of
statements, containing assignments of values, computations or
sending messages to other nodes. The program state is defined
by the assignment of values to every variable of each node
and messages to every channel. An action is enabled in some
state if its guard is true and disabled otherwise. A computation
is a sequence of states such that for each state si the next
state si+1 is reached by executing an enabled action in si .
By this definition, actions can not overlap and are executed
atomically giving a sequential order of the executions of
actions. For the execution of actions we assume weak fairness
meaning that if an action is enabled in all but finitely many
states of the computation then this action is executed infinitely
often. As in [18] we focus on programs that comply with the
compare-store-send program model, in which programs do not
manipulate the internals of the nodes’ identifiers. Additionally
we need further computations like additions and randomization
to implement the move-and-forget mechanism presented in [4],
but still these operations are not on the identifiers such that
the presented programs are still compare-store-send programs.
III. S ELF -S TABILIZATION S MALL -W ORLD P ROCESS
Next we define the actions each node executes and the used
messages and internal variables. We distinguish between the
following message types:
• lin: The standard message type to create links that are
part of the so called linearization process.
• inclrl: This message type is used to mark incoming long
range links that form the small-world network.
• reslrl: This message is sent to respond to an incoming
long range link and to inform the origin of the long range
link about possible network changes.
• ring: This type of message is used to establish a ring edge
if a nodes misses its left neighbor.
• resring: This message is sent to respond to an incoming
ring edge and to inform the source of the ring link about
possible network changes.
• probr: This type of message is used to propagate the
probing message

probl: This type of message is used to propagate the
probing message
Each node p has the following internal variables. For
simplicity we assume the internal variables are always correct
and can not be manipulated by an adversary, although the
system can recover from corrupt internal variables by detecting
them like wrong left or right neighbors p.l and p.r or resetting
them over time p.lrl and p.age and p.ring:
• p.id: The identifier of the node p. We assume p.id = p.
• p.l: The identifier of p’s left neighbor (p.l < p) or −∞
if there is no left neighbor.
• p.r: The identifier of p’s right neighbor (p < p.r) or ∞
if there is no right neighbor.
• p.lrl The identifier of the node that p’s long range link
points to.
• p.ring: The identifier of the node that p’s ring edge points
to. Note that this identifier is only set if p.l = −∞ or
p.r = ∞.
• p.C: The channel for incoming messages.
• p.age: The age of the long range given by the number of
rounds since the last reset of p.lrl.
Each node has two different actions that we call the receive
action and the regular action. The receive action is enabled if
there is an incoming message on the channel p.C. Depending
on the message type there will be different reactions. The
regular action is enabled in every state, as its guard is true.
Therefore there can be no state in the computation in which
no action is enabled. In the regular action the node sends a
message of type lin to its neighbors p.l and p.r, a message
of type inclrl to p.lrl, and if necessary a message of type
ring in case that p.l = −∞ or p.r = ∞. Additionally each
node sends probing messages to ensure, that all nodes are in
one connected component. The actions in pseudo code are
presented in Algorithm 1.
•

A. Linearization
Our approach is based on a process called linearization,
which has been used to form a sorted list in various papers
[19][18]. The basic idea of this process is that each node p
maintains two variables r and l where r stores an identifier
greater than p and l an identifier smaller than p. If the value
of p.r is not defined, i.e. p does not know a greater node, it
is set to ∞, and respectively p.l might be set to −∞. The
values of p.r (resp. p.l) are updated if p receives an identifier
of a greater (resp. smaller) node smaller (resp. greater) than
p.r (resp. p.l). If the message is of type lin then the operation
linearize() will be executed, in which the node tries to update
its p.l and p.r entries by m.id or forwards m.id to p.l or p.r.
We extend this basic idea by using the long-range links as
shortcuts when forwarding m.id if m.id > p.lrl > p.r (resp.
m.id < p.lrl < p.l). The pseudo code is given in Algorithm 2.
As p assumes p.r and p.l to be its consequent nodes, it has
to inform them about its own id such that it can become p.r’s
(resp. p.l0 s) direct neighbor, i.e. p.r.l = p (resp. p.l.r = p).
This is done in lineraize(id) presented in Algorithm 9.

B. Forming a ring
As the move-and-forget process requires not only a sorted
list as a structure but a ring we need a further operation to
form a ring. The basic idea of this procedure is that additional
to p.l and p.r each node has the variable p.ring to store a ring
edge, that is an edge that connects the minimal node with the
maximal node and vice versa. Thus these edges transform the
sorted list to a sorted ring in [0, 1). Obviously a ring edge only
exists if either p.l = −∞ or p.r = ∞. Note that only one of
these cases can be true. Therefore in a stable sorted list only
the maximal and minimal node create ring edges as all other
nodes have a left and right neighbor. The ring edges are created
in linearize(id) presented in Algorithm 9 in the regular action.
If in the receive action a node receives a message containing a
ring edge it responds such that the origin of the ring edge can
update the endpoint. The response is presented in Algorithm 7
and the updating in Algorithm 8.
C. Probing
The probing procedure is introduced in order to ensure the
connectivity in the network through non-long-range edges.
Periodically, each time a specific time interval passes, each
node sends a probing message to one of its neighbors. The
purpose of this procedure is to test if the node is connected
through paths without long-range links to the node, where
its long-range link is currently positioned. We also use the
probing procedure to ensure that a node and the node, where
its ring edge is pointing to, are connected through non longrange links.
The procedure works as follows: A node p sends a probing
message probr (resp. probl) along its edge to the right (resp.
left) closest neighbor, if its long-range link p.lrl is positioned
on the right (resp. left) of p. W.l.o.g. let us from now on
assume that the long-range link is positioned on the right (the
procedure and proof for the left side is done similarly). The
goal of the probing message is to reach its destination (p.lrl).
So each time a probing message (probr) originating from a
node p arrives at a node v, v forwards the message to the
node v.r or v.lrl that is closest to p.lrl and still smaller than
p.lrl. In case of p > p.lrl v receives a message of type probl
and forward it to either v.l or v.lrl. If the probing message
fails to reach p.lrl in that way (that is, if at any point there does
not exist a right link, such that the distance to the destination
is getting smaller), a link between the current node of the
probing path and p.lrl is created, and connectivity is assured.
This procedure is also demonstrated in the algorithms. See
Algorithm 10, Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 5.
D. Move and Forget
As we mentioned above, each node establishes links to other
nodes. There exist two kinds of links, the links to the next
known neighbors of the node and the ring edges that form
the underlying ring network, as well as one long-range link
for each node. The process that this long-range link follows is
based on the Move-and-Forget Rewiring Process, described in
[4]. The procedure works as follows: Assume a k-dimensional

lattice Zk . In this lattice each node is initially occupied by
exactly one token. These tokens move mutually independently
according to random walks, starting from the node itself.
That is, each token decides at each step its next position by
altering its position in the lattice by ±1 in each dimension with
probability 12 . Nodes may forget their contacts through their
long-range links. A long-range link of age p.age = α ≥ 0
(meaning that it is in existence for α steps) is forgotten with
a probability φ(α), where
(
φ(α) =

0
1−

if α = 0, 1 or 2
α−1
α



ln(α−1)
ln(α)

1+

if α ≥ 3

Here,  is a fixed (arbitrary small) parameter of the algorithm.
Note that the probability φ(α) is independent of the number
of dimensions k When a long-range link is forgotten, the link
stops existing and the token starts again its random walk from
the original node.
We implement this process for the 1-dimensional case, that
is the sorted ring. In the stable state, i.e. the ring is formed, the
move process simplifies to choosing the right or left neighbor
of the current endpoint of the long range link (each with
probability 1/2). In the regular action in sendid() each node
u informs the endpoint of the long-range link u.lrl about the
incoming link, which is presented in Algorithm 9. Then the
informed node responds by sending the identifiers of its left
and right neighbor to u. This is done in repondlrl(id) in the
receive action presented in Algorithm 3. When node u receives
the responses it performs the described move-forget process
which is given in pseudo code in Algorithm 4. As already
mentioned, the forget probability φ(α) remains the same for
the 1-dimensional case.
Algorithm 1 ACTIONS OF NODE P
message m ∈ p.C →
if m.type=lin then
linearize(m.id)
else if m.type=inclrl then
respondlrl(m.id)
else if m.type=reslrl then
move-forget(m.id1,m.id2)
else if m.type=probr then
probingr(m.id)
else if m.type=probl then
probingl(m.id)
else if m.type=ring then
respondring(m.id)
else if m.type=resring then
updatering(m.id)
end if
true→
sendid()
probing()

Algorithm 2 LINEARIZE ( ID )
if id > p.id then
if id < p.r then
if p.r < ∞ then
send message (p.r,lin) to id
end if
p.r:=id
else if m.id > p.lrl > p.r then
send message (id,lin) to p.lrl
else
send message (id,lin) to p.r
end if
else if id < p.id then
if id > p.l then
if p.l > −∞ then
send message (p.l,lin) to id
end if
p.l:=id
else if m.id < p.lrl < p.l then
send message (id,lin) to p.lrl
else
send message (id,lin) to p.l
end if
end if
Algorithm 3 RESPONDLRL ( ID )
if p.l > −∞ ∧ p.r < ∞ then
send message(p.l,p.r,reslrl)
else if p.l > −∞ ∧ p.r = ∞ then
send message(p.l,p.ring,reslrl)
else if p.l = −∞ ∧ p.r < ∞ then
send message(p.ring,p.l,reslrl)
end if
Algorithm 4 MOVE - FORGET ( ID 1, ID 2)
if id1 > −∞ ∧ id2 < ∞ then
p.lrl:=id1 with probability 21
p.lrl:=id2 with probability 12
else if id1 > −∞ ∧ id2 = ∞ then
p.lrl:=id1
else if id1 = −∞ ∧ id2 < ∞ then
p.lrl:=id2
end if
p.lrl=p.id with probability φ(p.age)
Algorithm 5 PROBINGR ( ID )
if id ≥ p.lrl ∧ p.lrl > p.r then
send message (id,probr) to p.lrl
else if id ≥ p.r then
send message (id,probr) to p.r
else if p < id < p.r then
linearize(id)
else
end if

Algorithm 6 PROBINGL ( ID )
if id ≤ p.lrl ∧ p.lrl < p.l then
send message (id,probl) to p.lrl
else if id ≤ p.l then
send message (id,probl) to p.l
else if p > id > p.l then
linearize(id)
else
end if
Algorithm 7 RESPONDRING ( ID )
if id < p then
if p.l < id then
send message (p.l,lin) to id
else if p.lrl < id then
send message (p.lrl,lin) to id
else if p.lrl > p.r then
send message (p.lrl,resring) to id
else
send message (p.r,resring) to id
end if
else
if p.r > id then
send message (p.l,lin) to id
else if p.lrl > id then
send message (p.lrl,lin) to id
else if p.lrl < p.l then
send message (p.lrl,resring) to id
else
send message (p.l,resring) to id
end if
end if
Algorithm 8 UPDATERING ( ID )
if p.l = −∞ then
if id > p.ring then p.ring=id
end if
else if p.r = ∞ then
if id < p.ring then p.ring=id
end if
end if
Algorithm 9 SENDID ()
if p.l > −∞ then
send message(p.id,lin) to p.l
else
send message(p.id,ring) to p.ring
end if
if p.r < ∞ then
send message(p.id,lin) to p.r
else
send message(p.id,ring) to p.ring
end if
send message(p.id,inclrl) to p.lrl

Algorithm 10 PROBING ()
if p.l = −∞ ∨ p.r = ∞ then
if p.ring < p then
if p.ring ≤ p.l then
send message (p.ring,probl) to p.l
else if p > p.ring > p.l then
linearize(p.ring)
else
end if
else
if p.ring ≥ p.r then
send message (p.ring,probr) to p.r
else if p < p.ring < p.r then
linearize(p.ring)
else
end if
end if
end if
if p.lrl < p then
if p.lrl ≤ p.l then
send message (p.lrl,probl) to p.l
else if p > p.lrl > p.l then
linearize(p.lrl)
else
end if
else
if p.lrl ≥ p.r then
send message (p.lrl,probr) to p.r
else if p < p.lrl < p.r then
linearize(p.lrl)
else
end if
end if

IV. A NALYSIS
A. Correctness
We show the correctness of our approach by proving that it
stabilizes to a small-world network.
Theorem 4.1: The self-stabilizing small-world process provides a solution such that the graph eventually forms a onedimensional small-world network.
We show this main theorem by dividing the self-stabilization
process into different phases and determine the correctness of
each phase. We show that the properties after one phase hold
in each state afterwards once they are established. As shown
above our approach is a compare-store-send program, such
that theorems 1 and 2 of [18] also hold. We therefore assume
that messages only contain existing identifiers and the graph
is initially weakly connected.
We define the following graphs:
Definition 4.2: CC is the channel connectivity graph that
contains all links of the network, i.e stored links like (p, p.r),

(p, p.l), (p, p.ring) or (p, p.lrl) and implicit links given by
the messages in the channel. We further define CP as the
node connectivity graph, that is the graph formed by the stored
identifiers. Note that CP ⊆ CC. According to the definitions
of CC and CP we introduce further graphs:
• LCC is the list channel connectivity graph taking all links
into account that take part in the linearization process.
These links are formed by messages of type lin and the
stored links to p.r and p.l.
• LCP is the list node connectivity graph formed by the
stored links to p.r and p.l.
• RCC is the ring channel connectivity graph formed by
LCC, the stored links p.ring and all messages of type
ring.
• RCP is the ring node connectivity graph formed by LCP
and the stored links p.ring.
B. Phase 1: Connectivity
We show that after a first phase, if CC is weakly connected
also LCC becomes weakly connected and thus it is possible
to linearize LCC in the next phase.
Theorem 4.3: If the computation of the self-stabilizing
small-world process starts in a state in which CC is weakly
connected the computation contains a later state in which
LCC is weakly connected and there are no links added to
LCC by the probing operation, i.e. the probing succeeds in
every following state.
We prove the theorem by showing some lemmas.
Lemma 4.4: If the computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process starts in a state in which a pair u and u.lrl
is not connected by a path of edges (a, b) ∈ LCP where
u < a < b < u.lrl (resp. u > a > b > u.lrl), then the
computation contains a later state such that u and u.lrl are
connected by a path of edges (a, b) where u < a < b < u.lrl
(resp. u > a > b > u.lrl).
Proof: We show Lemma 4.4 by induction. W.l.o.g. let
u < u.lrl.
Inductive basis: We take u and u.lrl, such that there is
no pair v and v.lrl where u < v < v.lrl < u.lrl. Then the
probing message follows a path in LCP . When the probing
message reaches a node u < w < u.lrl there can only be
three cases:
1) w.r < u.lrl then the probing message is forwarded to
w.r and (w, w.r) ∈ LCP .
2) w.r = u.lrl then u and u.lrl are already connected.
3) w.r > u.lrl a link (w, u.lrl) is added to LCP and u
and u.lrl become connected.
As the probing message can only be forwarded a finite number
of times to the right neighbor, u and u.lrl eventually are
connected in LCP by a path of edges (a, b) where u < a <
b < u.lrl.
Inductive Step: Let’s consider the path a probing message
can take from u to u.lrl. According to the probing operation,

probing messages are either forwarded from v to v.r or v.lrl
as long as v.r < u.lrl and v.lrl < u.lrl. The edges (v, v.r) are
always in LCC and by the inductive hypothesis there is path
in LCP from v to v.lrl by edges (a, b) where v < a < b <
v.lrl. Analogous to the inductive basis eventually the probing
message reaches a node w such that w.r ≥ u.lrl and u and
u.lrl become connected.

lengths of the links decrease until all consequent nodes are
directly connected.

Lemma 4.5: If the computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process starts in a state in which a pair u and u.lrl are
connected by a path of edges (a, b) ∈ LCP where u < a <
b < u.lrl (resp. u > a > b > u.lrl), then there are no links
added to LCP by unsuccessful probings.

Proof: We show that in executed actions of the selfstabilizing small-world process links are kept, added or substituted by a path, such that the connectivity is maintained and
no paths are disconnected.
1) receive action for message m: LCC is only altered by
operations triggered by a message m if m.type = lin or
m.type = ring. The only operation executed for messages of type lin is linearize(m.id). In linearize(m.id)
the operations executed depend on the value of m.id. If
m.id > p.id and m.id > p.lrl > p.r > p.id the link
(p, m.id) is replaced by a path p, v1 , v2 , · · · , p.lrl, m.id
in LCC. The path p, v1 , v2 , · · · , p.lrl exists according
to Theorem 4.3 and the link (p.lrl, m.id) is created by
a message m0 (m, id, lin) to p.lrl. If m.id > p.r > p.id
and p.lrl < p.r then the link (p.m.id) is replaced by
a path (p, p.r)(p.r, m.id) as p forwards m.id to p.r. If
p.r = ∞ the link (p, m.id) is retained in LCC and
even LCP . If ∞ > p.r > m.id > p.id then the link
(p, m.id) is retained and the link (p, p.r) is substituted
by a path (p, m.id), (m.id, pr) as p sends a message
m0 (p.r, lin) to m.id. The same arguments hold for the
case m.id < p.id. If m.type = ring and m.id > p.id
the node a = m.id has no right neighbor (a.r = ∞)
and if p.lrl > m.id or p.r > m.id a new link is added
to LCC, but no path is disconnected.
2) Regular action: In the regular action links are only added
to LCC, by either the send operation or in the probing
operation, if p and p.lrl are not connected.

Proof: According to the probing operation the probing
message reaches u.lrl and no link is created.
We can state the same lemmas for ring edges, where
the proof is analogous to the proofs given above as their
connectivity is also checked by the probing.
Lemma 4.6: If the computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process starts in a state in which a pair u and u.ring
are not connected by a path of edges (a, b) ∈ LCP where
u < a < b < u.ring (resp. u > a > b > u.ring), then the
computation contains a later state such that u and u.ring are
connected by a path of edges (a, b) where u < a < b < u.ring
(resp. u > a > b > u.ring).
Lemma 4.7: If the computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process starts in a state in which a pair u and u.ring
are connected by a path of edges (a, b) ∈ LCP where u <
a < b < u.ring (resp. u > a > b > u.ring), then there are
no links added to LCP by unsuccessful probings.
Theorem 4.3 follows directly from Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.6
and 4.7. As CC is weakly connected in the initial state it
is weakly connected by edges in LCC, long-range links and
ring links. As the latter two can eventually be substituted by
paths from LCP ⊆ LCC the network is weakly connected in
LCC. Additionally the probing always succeeds once it has
been successful.
C. Phase 2: Linearization
In the second phase we show that the network stabilizes to
a state that contains the sorted list as a subgraph. We slightly
modify the proof for the linearization problem given in [18].
Definition 4.8: In a sorted list each node p contains two
outgoing links p.l and p.r such that the following condition
holds: ∀a, b ∈ V : a < b : b = min c ∈ V : c > a ⇔ ((a.r =
b) ∧ (b.l = a)).
Theorem 4.9: The self-stabilizing small-world process provides a solution such that a subgraph formed by LCP is a
solution to the sorted list problem.
To show the theorem we prove a set of lemmas from which
the theorem follows. The main idea of the proofs is that the

Lemma 4.10: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process reaches a state where nodes a, b are connected
by a path in LCC then in every state after that there is a path
from a to b in LCC.

Lemma 4.11: If the computation of the self-stabilizing
small-world process reaches a state where for some node a
there are two links (a, b) ∈ LCP and (a, c) ∈ LCC − LCP
such that a < c < b (resp. b < c < a) then this computation
contains a later state where a link (a, d) ∈ LCP with d ≤ c
(resp. c ≤ d).
Proof: If (a, c) ∈ LCC − LCP there is a message
m(c, lin) ∈ a.C. Once this message is received by a, a.r
is either updated to c, such that (a, d) ∈ LCP with d = c,
or if a.r is not updated, a.r must be set to d < c, such that
(a, d) ∈ LCP with d < c.
This lemma claims that the stored links are shortened over
time.
Lemma 4.12: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process contains a state where for a node a there
are links (a, b) ∈ LCP and (a, c) ∈ LCC − LCP then

the computation contains a later state where there is a link
(d, c) ∈ LCC with a < d < c.
Proof: If (a, c) ∈ LCC − LCP there is a message
m(c, lin) ∈ a.C. Once this message is received by a, we
know by Lemma 4.11 that there is a link (a, e) ∈ LCP with
a < e ≤ b as the stored links in LCP are only shortened
over time. Then c is forwarded by executing the linearize(c)
operation to either e = a.r or to f = a.lrl by a message
m0 (c, lin). For both d = e and d = f it holds that a < d < c.
This lemma claims that links in the channel are also shortened
over time, but with the difference that for these links the origin
of the link and not its endpoint is updated.
Lemma 4.13: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process contains a state where for some nodes a, b and c
such that a < c < b (resp. b < c < a) there are edges (a, b) ∈
LCP and (c, a) ∈ LCP then the computation contains a later
state where either some edge in LCP is shorter or (a, c) ∈
LCP .
Proof: Remember that an regular action is always enabled. In this action c sends a message m(c, lin) to a. Then
by Lemma 4.11 this lemma is proven.
Lemma 4.14: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process contains a state where there is an edge (a, b) ∈
LCP then the computation contains a later state where some
edge in LCP is shorter or (b, a) ∈ LCP .
Proof: Let a < b. In a regular action the edge (b, a)
is added to LCC (if not already existing). If this edge is
also added to LCP , that is b.l = a, then the lemma holds.
Otherwise a < c = b.l < b and according to lemma 4.12 the
edge (b, a) ∈ LCC is shortened to edge (d, a) ∈ LCC where
a < d < b. If (d, e) ∈ LCP where e < a, then an edge in
LCP shortens according to Lemma 4.11. If e = a, Lemma
4.13 holds and again an edge in LCP shortens. Otherwise
according to Lemma 4.12 the edge to a shortens to (f, a)
where a < f < d. The link in LCC can only shorten a finite
number of times until a link in LCP has to be shortened.
Lemma 4.15: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process is in a state such that (a, b) ∈ LCP ⇒
(b, a) ∈ LCP in every state after that in the computation, then
this computation contains a state after that LCP is strongly
connected.
Proof: As Theorem 4.3 holds there is a state after which
no edges are added to LCC by the probing operation. If
(a, b) ∈ LCP ⇒ (b, a) ∈ LCP holds then in a regular action
no edges are added to LCC. Edges that are in LCC − LCP
are shortened over time according to Lemma 4.12 and LCC
converges to LCP . As LCC is weakly connected again
according to Theorem 4.3 and stays connected by Lemma 4.10
and (a, b) ∈ LCP ⇒ (b, a) ∈ LCP holds, LCP becomes
strongly connected.

Lemma 4.16: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process is in a state such that LCP is strongly connected
and for every pair of nodes (a, b) ∈ LCP ⇒ (b, a) ∈ LCP
then this state is a solution for the sorted list problem.
Proof: Let us assume that it is not a solution for the
sorted-list problem. Then there is a pair a, b of consequent
nodes that are not directly connected. As LCP is strongly
connected there is a shortest path from a to b and vice versa.
On this path there has to be a node c that has two outgoing
edges to nodes < d (or > d). This is a contradiction to the
definition of LCP in which each node has only one outgoing
edge to a node to the left and to the right.
We are now ready to show the Theorem 4.9. Obviously once
a state is reached that is a solution for the sorted-list problem,
no edges in LCP are changed as all consequent nodes are
directly connected and thus no edge in LCP can be shortened.
According to Lemma 4.14 there is a state such that in every
state after (a, b) ∈ LCP ⇒ (b.a) ∈ LCP . Now, according to
Lemma 4.15 the computation contains a later state such that
LCP is strongly connected. Then by applying lemma 4.16 the
computation contains a state with a solution for the sorted-list
problem.
D. Phase 3: Forming a ring
In the third phase we show that the network stabilizes to
states that contain the sorted ring as a subgraph.
Definition 4.17: In a sorted ring each node p contains two
outgoing links p.l and p.r such that the following condition
holds: ∀a, b ∈ V : a < b : b = min c ∈ V : c > a ⇔ ((a.r =
b) ∧ (b.l = a)). Additionally the minimal node min and the
maximal node max contain ring edges pointing to each other,
min.ring = max and max.ring = min, closing the ring.
Theorem 4.18: The self-stabilizing small-world process
provides a solution such that a subgraph formed by RCP is a
solution to the sorted ring problem.
We prove the theorem by proving the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.19: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process is in a state such that LCP is a solution for the
sorted list problem then the computation contains a later state
such that LCC = LCP .
Proof: It follows from Theorem 4.3 that edges are added
To LCC only due to ring edges converted to edges in LCC.
If LCP is a solution for the sorted list problem each node has
a left and right neighbor, except the nodes min and max with
the minimal or maximal identifier. Therefore only these two
nodes store a ring edge. As there are no nodes u < min or u >
max, these ring edges never add links to LCC. According to
the linearization analysis all edges in LCC are shortened over
the time until a state is reached after which LCC = LCP .
Lemma 4.20: If a computation of the self-stabilizing smallworld process is in a state such that LCP is a solution for the

sorted list problem and LCC = LCP then the computation
contains a later state such that RCC = RCP and RCP is a
solution to the sorted ring problem.
Proof: If LCP is a solution for the sorted list problem
each node has a left and right neighbor, except the nodes min
and max with the minimal or maximal identifier. Therefore
only these two nodes have a ring edge in RCP . These ring
edges are forwarded a finite number of times until eventually
min.ring = max and max.ring = min. Then as LCC =
LCP , also RCC = RCP , and as LCP solves the sorted list
problem, RCP solves the sorted ring problem.
E. Phase 4: A small-world network
In this last phase of the stabilization process we prove that
in the end the self-stabilizing small-world process reaches a
state in which it solves the small-world network problem. We
follow the description of a small-world network given in [4].
Fact 4.21: A graph formed by the k-dimensional lattice Zk
in which each node has connections to its direct neighbors and
each node has one additional long-range link, whose length
follows the k-harmonic distribution,provides the small-world
properties and is called a small-world network.
Theorem 4.22: The self-stabilizing small-world process
provides a solution such that the graph formed by CP is a
solution to the one-dimensional small-world network problem.
Proof: From Theorems 4.3, 4.9 and 4.18 it follows that
the graph stabilizes to a graph that contains the Zk for k = 1 as
a subgraph in CP (the sorted ring). The edges not considered
so far are in CC − RCC. These are the stored long-range
links, links represented by incoming long-range link messages
and responses to these messages and links represented by
probing messages and their responses. The links represented
by probing messages and their responses never stabilize as the
connectivity is checked periodically. This also holds for the
links represented by incoming long-range link messages and
responses to these messages as long-range links change over
time according to the move-and-forget process. Furthermore
these links are only stored in messages and not in internal
variables, so we can not show CC = CP , but only consider
the graph given by CP . The only edges in CC − RCC ∩ CP
are the stored long-range links. Once the computation reaches
a state such that RCP forms the sorted ring, then there is a
later state in the computation such that all long-range links
have been forgotten at least once between these states. It can
easily been shown by using properties shown in [4] that the
maximal age of a long-range link is O(n) w.h.p.(with high
probability is a probability ≥ 1 − n1c ). Then it can also been
proven that after at most O(n) steps all long-range links have
been forgotten at least once. After this state the move-and
forget process for the long range links is performed on the Z1
and eventually CP forms a small-world network and maintains
it forever according to [4].

F. Efficiency
In this section we show that the probing procedure does
not produce much overhead in form of messages as only
polylogarithmic many hops and thus probing messages are
necessary to ensure connectivity in the stable state.
Lemma 4.23: If the network is at a stable state, a probing
message does not take more than O(ln2+ d) hops to reach its
destination, where d is the distance between the node and its
long-range link.
Proof: At this point, we use the analysis done in [4] to
compute the number of steps needed in order to complete the
routing of a message in the small-world network. The authors
claim that at each routing step, the distance to
 the destination
1
is halved with a probability at least Ω ln1+
d . In other words,
the probability that the next node of the routing path is a part
of B, where B is the set of nodes, which have a distance to the
destination node t which is smaller than half of the distance
of the current node w (of the routing path) to the destination.
B = {v ∈ Zk : dist(v, t) ≥ dist(w, t)/2} So, in our 1dimensional case, B would consist of all the nodes being at
most d/2 away from the destination, both on the left and on
the right of the destination node, where d is the distance of the
current node to the destination. Since in our probing procedure,
we allow the usage of long-range links only if they are at the
left side of w.lrl, the probability that at any routing step the
distance to the destination would be halved is now equal to
the probability that the next node of the probing path lies in
A = {v ∈ Zk : dist(v, t) ≥ dist(w, t)/2 ∧ id(v) < id(t)}.
The probability that u has a long-range link with length d
decreases as d increases (as described in [4]). That means that
a node in A has a higher probability to have u0 s long-range
link as a node in B.
The above fact, in combination with the fact that the number
of nodes in A and B are the same, gives us:
P r[lrl(u) ∈ A] ≥ (1/2)P r[lrl(u) ∈ B] ⇒

P r[lrl(u) ∈ A] = (1/2)Ω

1



ln1+ d


1
P r[lrl(u) ∈ A] = Ω
.
ln1+ d

⇒

So, by the analysis of Theorem 2 in [4], we get that the
expected number of steps for a probing message to reach its
destination in a stable state is O(ln2+e d).
G. Join and Leave
In this section we examine the number of steps needed for
a network to recover to its stable state when a node joins or
leaves the network.
When a node joins the network, it is initially connected
with an arbitrary node and it is placed to its stable position
(i.e. in between its legitimate left and right neighbors) by the
process of linearization. So, if u is connected initially to node

v and w.l.o.g. u > v, then u is forwarded to either the right
next neighbor of v or possibly the long-range link of u. It is
forwarded to v.lrl only if v.lrl > v and v.lrl < u. However,
we can observe that these two conditions are the same as in
the probing propagation procedure. We use that fact above.
Theorem 4.24: The number of steps needed to integrate a
node new node u inserted in the network at a node v into its
stable state position is at most O(ln2+ n). Also, the number
of steps needed for a network to recover to its stable state after
a node u leaves the network is at most O(ln2+ n).
Proof: We reduce the problem of finding the linearization
propagation path for a node u with a link to v in a graph G
to reach the stable position at the stable state to finding the
probing path from a node w to w.lrl in a graph G0 .
We construct G0 as follows. G0 is the graph having the same
vertices and edges as G, and we take w.r as v (i.e. w = v.l).
Also, we define the long-range link of w in G0 to be u.id
(u = w.lrl). Note here that a probing message in G0 , starting
from w through w.r with destination w.lrl, continuously
chooses as a next edge of the probing path the edge that is
always closest to w.lrl but at the same time being smaller than
w.lrl. This is the same process that the linearization uses to
propagate edges. In particular, in G firstly a backwards edge
(v, u) would be formed and this edge would be propagated
until the left neighbor of u is reached as mentioned before (as
seen in Algorithm 2). So, since the linearization propagation is
done between v = w.r to u = w.lrl and we constructed G0 in
such a way so that the same edges (between the nodes w.r and
w.lrl) as in G exist, the linearization propagation path in G is
the same as the probing path in G0 minus the edge (w, w.r).
That means that the lengths of these paths vary only by 1. We
know from the last section that the length of the probing path
is O(ln2+e dist(w, w.lrl)). As a consequence the first part of
the theorem follows.
When a node u leaves the network, it disappears from it and
the connections it had to and from other nodes also disappear.
As a consequence, two nodes (formerly u.l and u.r) have no
right and left neighbors respectively, and for the network to
recover to its stable state, these two must connect to each other
so that this ”gap” will be closed. Small-world networks have
been proven to be extremely robust against node failures and
that fact assures us that with high probability the network will
be connected after this single node failure. That means that
there is at least one node v, w.l.o.g. at the left side of u, having
a long-range link positioned somewhere in the right side of u.
Since the edge (u.l, u.r) is missing, probing is not going to
succeed for the node having the smallest (in terms of length)
long-range link crossing the (u.l, u.r) gap. So, after at most
O(ln2+ n) steps an edge connecting u.l with v.lrl is created.
This edge is mirrored and propagated through linearization and
(as shown above) reaches u.r after another O(ln2+ n) steps
and the theorem holds.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we considered a specific small-world network
which was introduced by Chaintreau et. al. in [4]. Small-world
networks seem to describe very well many real world systems,
such as neural networks, social networks and food webs. This
network uses a move-and-forget mechanism for creating links,
which we adopted also for our construction. In particular, we
used the one-dimensional variation of that network, placed
at a ring-structured graph, and developed a randomized selfstabilization process that is able to converge to this particular
small-world network from any weakly connected initial state.
As a consequence, the self-stabilizing variant of this smallworld network inherits also its properties, which is greedy
routing in O(ln2+e n), as well as robustness against node
failures. We proved the correctness of our self-stabilization
algorithm, and we also showed that the network recovers
after a single failure/insertion in O(ln2+e n) steps. Our paper
contributes to the numerous self-stabilization methods for
various graphs existing in the bibliography. This topic seems
to have gained a lot of attention lately, due to the tendency of
the networks to have a more dynamic nature in recent years.
For sure there is great potential for future work in the
field of self-stabilizing networks. A direct extension of this
paper would be, if possible, to find methods for self-stabilizing
multidimensional small-world graphs. An open question is
also if there exist self-stabilization processes which are less
complex (less message complexity), or with less message
overhead for maintaining the connectivity of the structure.
Moreover, there are still interesting network types to be studied
for their self-stabilizing qualities, especially, as mentioned
above, in the multidimensional spectrum.
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